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aging today: some questions about health

Older adults today will live longer than those of previous generations, and a greater proportion of older adults 

rate their overall health status as good to excellent. But while death rates from many of the major health 

concerns of the past have declined, death rates for others have increased, as has the prevalence of many 

chronic health problems. Health conditions are a frequent cause of early retirement, which may result in loss of 

health insurance coverage. Fewer adults will have access to employer-sponsored retiree health insurance in the 

future, while the future costs and coverage of publicly-funded health insurance for older adults are uncertain.
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Q:	 Will	older	adults	today	live	longer	than	previous	generations?					

A:	 Yes. Overall life expectancy has increased from 68.9 years in 1950 to 79.2 years in 2009.  People aged 65 today can 
expect to live another 18.5 years, which is 4 more years longer than people aged 65 in 1960. 

Q:	 Are	older	adults	healthier	today	than	in	the	past?		

A:	 In	some	ways,	yes,	but	in	other	ways,	no.	Older adults rate their overall health status as somewhat better now 
than in the past – compared to 10 years ago, there has been an increase in the proportion of older adults who 
report that their health status is good to excellent. Overall death rates for all causes among individuals aged 65+ 
have declined, as have death rates for heart disease and stroke.   However, death rates for diabetes and chronic 
lower respiratory diseases have increased.  Higher proportions of older adults are obese. Adults aged 50+ self-report 
high rates of hypertension and high cholesterol, as well as other chronic conditions. Health conditions of older 
workers and/or a family member are frequently reported as a cause of retiring from work earlier than planned.

ππ “U.S.πlifeπexpectancyπhasπincreasedπfromπ68.9πyearsπinπ1950π
toπ79.2πyearsπinπ2009,πinπlargeπpartπdueπtoπtheπreductionπinπ
mortalityπatπolderπages,”πaccordingπtoπaπ2011πreportπfromπ
theπPopulationπReferenceπBureau.1

ππ Duringπtheπperiodπ2006–2008,π75%πofπpeopleπageπ65πandπ
overπratedπtheirπhealthπasπgood,πveryπgood,πorπexcellent,π
comparedπtoπ72%πduringπtheπperiodπ1994-1996.πOlderπ
menπandπwomenπreportπsimilarπlevelsπofπhealth,πaccordingπ
toπreportsπfromπtheπFederalπInteragencyπForumπonπAging-
RelatedπStatistics.2,3

ππ TheπOlderπAmericansπ2010πreportπindicatesπthatπ“betweenπ
1981πandπ2006,πage-adjustedπdeathπratesπforπallπcausesπ
ofπdeathπamongπpeopleπageπ65πandπoverπdeclinedπbyπ
21%.πDeathπratesπforπheartπdiseaseπandπstrokeπdeclinedπ
byπaboutπ50%.πInπcontrast,πage-adjustedπdeathπratesπforπ
diabetesπincreasedπbyπ29%πsinceπ1981,πwhileπdeathπratesπ
forπchronicπlowerπrespiratoryπdiseasesπincreasedπbyπ50%.”π
Inπ2007-2008,π32%πofπpeopleπageπ65πandπoverπwereπobese,π
comparedπwithπ22%πinπ1988-1994.πChronicπdiseasesπsuchπ
asπheartπdisease,πstroke,πcancer,πandπdiabetesπareπamongπ
theπmostπcommonπconditionsπaffectingπolderπadults.2π
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ππ AmongπU.S.πadultsπagedπ50+,π51.2%πreportπthatπtheyπhaveπ
hypertensionπandπ44%πreportπhighπcholesterol.πOtherπ
prevalentπchronicπconditionsπthatπwereπself-reportedπ
includeπheartπdiseaseπ(22.3%),πmentalπillnessπ(21.3%),π
diabetes,π18.8%,πarthritisπ(17.4%),πcancerπ(15.2%)πbackπ
problemsπ(14.5%)πandπCOPDπ(14.0%),πaccordingπtoπaπ
2011πanalysisπofπdataπfromπtheπMedicalπExpenditureπPanelπ
survey.4

ππ Amongπpersonsπagedπ55-64πwhoπwereπnotπworkingπinπ2004,π
32.4%πreportedπchronicπillnessπorπdisabilityπasπtheπreasonπ
forπnotπworking,πwhileπ42.8%πreportedπthatπtheyπwereπ
retired.πAmongπthoseπ65πandπoverπwhoπwereπnotπworking,π
85.9%πreportedπthatπtheyπwereπretired,πcomparedπtoπ7.4%π
whoπsaidπtheyπwereπnotπworkingπbecauseπofπaπchronicπ
illnessπorπdisability,πaccordingπtoπaπ2007πCensusπBureauπ

report.5

ππ AccordingπtoπtheπOlderπAmericansπ2010πreport,π“underπ
currentπmortalityπconditions,πpeopleπwhoπsurviveπtoπageπ65π
canπexpectπtoπliveπanπaverageπofπ18.5πmoreπyears,πaboutπ4π
yearsπlongerπthanπpeopleπageπ65πinπ1960.πTheπlifeπexpectancyπ
ofπpeopleπwhoπsurviveπtoπageπ85πtodayπisπ6.8πyearsπforπwomenπ
andπ5.7πyearsπforπmen.”2
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Q:	 Will	older	adults	have	better	access	to	health	insurance	in	retirement	compared	to	prior	generations?

A:	 Unclear.	The proportion of older adults who have retiree health insurance benefits from their employers is 
declining. Many older adults are choosing to stay in the workforce longer, to maintain their employee coverage for 
themselves and spouses. Concerns that the cost of Medicare premiums will rise and/or that Medicare benefits will 
be reduced is expressed by around 90% of workers and retirees.  Many older adults are enrolled in private insurance 
policies to supplement their Medicare coverage.  

ππ Accordingπtoπaπ2010πanalysisπofπCPSπdataπbyπEBRI,π“inπ
1994,π32%πofπretireesπagesπ65-69πhadπretireeπhealthπ
benefits,πwhileπ28%πofπthoseπagesπ70-79πhadπbenefits,πandπ
21%πofπthoseπageπ80πandπolderπhadπthem.πByπ2008,πtheπ
percentageπofπ65-69-year-oldsπwithπretireeπhealthπbenefitsπ
fellπtoπ26%.πTheπportionπofπthoseπagesπ70-74%πfellπtoπ23%...
Similarly,πtheπportionπofπ75-79-year-oldsπwithπretireeπhealthπ
benefitsπfellπtoπ23%…..πTheπpercentageπofπretireesπagesπ
65–69πpurchasingπinsuranceπfromπanπinsuranceπcompanyπ
toπsupplementπMedicareπdecreasedπfromπ29%πinπ1994πtoπ
25%πinπ2008.πForπthoseπagedπ70–74πtheπrateπfellπfromπ35%π
toπ28%πbetweenπ1994πandπ2008.”7

ππ Amongπpersonsπoverπ65πyearsπofπage,π59%πhaveπprivateπ
coverageπ[inπadditionπtoπMedicare],π28%πhaveπMedicareπ
only,π6.3%πhaveπbothπMedicaidπandπMedicare,πandπ1%πareπ
uninsured,πaccordingπtoπ2007πNationalπHealthπSurveyπdata.8

ππ Healthπcareπcoverageπandπcostsπareπtheπmost-citedπreasonsπ
forπdelayedπretirement,πespeciallyπamongπolderπworkers.π
Overπtwo-thirdsπ(68%)πofπolderπworkersπciteπkeepingπtheirπ
healthπcareπcoverageπasπaπreasonπtoπdelayπretirement,πwhileπ
62%πciteπtheπhigherπcostπofπhealthπcare,πaccordingπtoπtheπ
2010πTowersπWatsonπretirementπattitudesπsurvey.9

ππ Accordingπtoπtheπ2011πEBRIπRetirementπConfidenceπSurvey,π
respondentsπwhoπareπworkingπandπthoseπwhoπareπretiredπ
“reportπbeingπveryπorπsomewhatπconcernedπthatπtheπcostπofπ
Medicareπpremiumsπwillπriseπfasterπthanπinflationπ(92%πofπ
workersπandπ86%πofπretirees),πthatπMedicareπbenefitsπwillπ
beπreducedπ(88%πofπworkersπandπ87%πofπretirees).”6
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ππ Accordingπtoπtheπ2011πEBRIπRetirementπConfidenceπSurvey,π
“aπlargeπpercentageπofπretireesπleaveπtheπworkπforceπearlierπ
thanπplannedπ(45%πinπ2011).πManyπretireesπwhoπretiredπ
earlierπthanπplannedπciteπ[health-related]πreasonsπforπ

leavingπtheπworkπforceπbeforeπtheyπexpected,πincludingπ
healthπproblemsπorπdisabilityπ(63%),πandπhavingπtoπcareπforπ
aπspouseπorπanotherπfamilyπmemberπ(18%).”6


